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Chapter 66 

Selena was going crazy right now, she lowered her voice and said, “I still have to 

ask you! Why do you know Daniel?!” 

Louis: “It’s been said that he is my uncle!” 

Selena: “Then why didn’t you tell me earlier!” 

Louis: “You didn’t even ask!” 

Selena: “…” 

“How did you and my uncle know each other?” Louis looked back and forth 

between the two, the more he looked, the more he felt that something was 

wrong, but he couldn’t tell what was wrong. 

“It’s a long story…” Selena stroked her forehead exhausted physically and 

mentally. These four words were addressed to Louis and also to Daniel. 

Louis had an expression full of questions that he wanted to ask, but he couldn’t 

speak because of Daniel’s presence. 

The girl who just finished bathing has a nice smell, the two white and slender 

legs under the big empty T-shirt, and one hand is still trying to cover the hole in 

the clothes, this kind of picture makes people’s blood surge However, when he 

thought that she was in another man’s house like this, Daniel had the urge to 

destroy everything. 

Even though his heart had been destroyed several times, but it was only in the 

few seconds that people could hardly notice, Daniel’s face was only a little cold, 

he glanced at Selena and said, “Are you going to stay here or stay with me?” I’ll 

go back together.” 



A simple sentence, but it seems to contain a thousand pressure. 

Louis looked at Selena with shock and disbelief when he heard the words. 

What does this mean? ? ? The two not only know each other, but also live 

together? 

Selena looked at the cold Daniel, then at Louis whose eyes were burning, and 

swallowed hard, “I…I’d better go back…” 

The coldness around Daniel immediately subsided by a point or two. 

Louis ran away on the spot, and immediately grabbed Selena’s wrist, his 

beautiful light blue eyes were full of nervousness and cheated anger, “You 

promised to accompany me tonight!!!” 

As soon as the words fell, Selena wanted to send him to the sky with a punch, 

don’t talk about being so ambiguous, okay boy? 

She looked up at Daniel, and sure enough, that fellow’s frightening expression 

was almost uncontrollable, as if only the last iron fence was missing, and the 

beast would rush out… 

Selena withdrew her hand, while patiently persuading, “Louis, I have to film 

tomorrow. Didn’t Brother Ming say that you have something to do tomorrow 

morning? I’ll play with you when we are both free some other day.” Is the game 

good?” 

Selena deliberately emphasized the word “playing games”. 

After speaking, he quickly picked up his big black bag, blocked the hole in his 

waist, and escaped from this place of right and wrong without even having time 

to change his clothes. 

Daniel took a deep look at Louis, then calmly followed Selena. 

Looking at the backs of the two leaving one after the other, and Daniel’s eyes as 

if he was swearing something before he left, Louis’s eyes were burning with fire… 



Dmn it! No wonder the woman knew so quickly that the road was dead… 

Selena, how many things are you hiding from me? 

At this moment, Selena was running back tremblingly, when her hand suddenly 

lightened, it turned out that it was Daniel who helped to take the big bag from 

her hand. 

Then, with a heavy weight on his shoulders, Daniel took off his coat and put it on 

her shoulders. 

“Thank you…” Selena thanked me embarrassingly. 

Daniel kept a cold face and did not respond. 

It’s okay if he responds, as long as there is a reaction, she will have a way to deal 

with it, and this is the most frightening thing… 

Chapter 67 

Lu house. 

After returning to her room and changing into her pajamas, Selena ran to find 

Rick with lightning speed. 

“Rick, Auntie is a little afraid of the dark tonight, can I sleep with you?” 

Rick was naturally very happy, and happily gave up half of the seat to her. 

“Thank you baby… good night baby…” 

Auntie’s life-saving talisman, I will rely on you to save my life tonight… 

What happened today was so exciting that her little heart was still beating so 

fast. 

She could feel that the hazy membrane between her and Daniel was so fragile 

that it would break if touched after today… 



If she really broke the news, she really doesn’t know how to deal with it… 

Fortunately, the little steamed stuffed bun in her bosom has a super sleeping 

effect, and she gradually fell asleep after puffing for half an hour… 

Selena had the little bun to sleep peacefully, but a certain person couldn’t sleep 

alone, and the smell of cigarettes in the study room in the middle of the night 

was so heavy that he could fly through the clouds. 

Heh, no wonder Cheng Feng couldn’t find out who the two people who gave 

gifts to Selena were on the set that day after searching for so many days, and 

one of them turned out to be a “traitor”. 

Demon King… 

Only now did he recall that they had a family group, and Louis’s nickname in the 

group was exactly this weird name, but he had never thought of it before. 

As for the man signed as ys, there is still no clue… 

In the darkness, the man pinched his cigarette snub, got up and walked out. 

Gently pushed open the door of the guest room, there was no one there. 

Daniel frowned slightly, and turned to the next door. 

Sure enough, Selena was sleeping soundly while hugging Rick. 

This girl is smart. 

But, did she think it would be all right? 

Daniel walked to the crib, gently removed Rick’s little hand holding her clothes, 

and replaced it with a plush doll, and then carried Selena away. 

Rick frowned in his sleep, reached out with his little hands, and hugged the doll. 

After cheating on his son, Daniel carried him directly to the master bedroom. 



He put it on the bed very lightly, and then sat on the edge of the bed, gently 

stroking the girl’s hair, eyes, and cheeks with slightly rough fingers… 

Like a beast before eating, extremely patient and enjoying the moment before 

eating. 

Finally, he sighed, covered those two soft lips, moved in and out, and entwined 

with k!sses. As sweet as he imagined. 

Then the side of the face, the earlobe, slipped over the neck, and finally lingered 

at the collarbone… 

In the past thirty-two years, he had not fallen in love with anyone, nor did he feel 

that love meant anything to him. For him, love is probably the most useless 

thing, so what if there is no desire and no love? 

He never thought that one day, love would sweep in such a turbulent way, and 

this little girl who was eight years younger than him made him a completely 

strange self. 

For him, life is no longer a cold schedule and data, but soft, yearning, warm, 

sweet, and fulfilling… 

But at the same time, there are also irritability, violence, impulsiveness, lust… 

Thinking of the scene when he saw her at Louis’s place, the violence in his heart 

immediately burst out of the cage, and he used force unconsciously, and in the 

next second, there was a bloody smell between the intertwined lips and teeth… 

The girl under him frowned, Daniel’s back stiffened, but she smacked her lips 

and fell back into a deep sleep. A heartless look. 

Daniel lightly touched her red, swollen, and moist lips with his fingertips, sparks 

sparked in his eyes, and he had the urge to k!ss her awake regardless of the 

consequences… 



Chapter 68 

In the early morning of the next day, Selena woke up naturally after falling 

asleep. 

I slept well last night, but something seems wrong. Why is there a spot on the tip 

of her tongue that hurts so much? Could it be that she bit it herself in a dream 

when she fell asleep…? 

Biting yourself is too cruel… 

At breakfast, it was business as usual. 

It looked like Daniel was going to start work today, and he was sitting there 

drinking coffee and reading the newspaper in a suit and tie, his expression was 

as cold and distant as before as if nothing happened last night. 

Selena breathed a sigh of relief, wondering if she was being too sensitive. 

Daniel might have a vague liking for her, but it’s not to the point of being jealous 

because of her, right? Still jealous of my nephew… 

Daniel’s expression was quite normal, but Rick’s expression was a little strange. 

The little bun had been sullen and sullen all morning as if someone had robbed 

him of something. 

Selena picked up a soup dumpling for Rick, and asked with concern, “Baby, 

what’s wrong with you? Are you upset?” 

Rick glanced in the direction of his nonchalant father, his expression became 

even angrier, but thinking that Aunt Selena liked his smile the most, he still tried 

his best to raise the corners of his lips to show that he was fine. 

So angry, but still keep smiling! 

Selena was relieved now, and quickly finished her breakfast, “Then I’ll be leaving 

first, you guys eat slowly!” 



Today, the second male group, it’s better for her to arrive earlier. 

Just as he was about to take the bag and leave, the little bun walked up to her 

side for some reason, and tugged at the corner of her clothes with his little hand. 

Selena was puzzled, “What’s wrong?” 

Seeing that she didn’t understand, Rick was full of grievances, with an expression 

of falling out of favor, almost crying. 

Selena scratched her head and thought about it for a long time, not 

understanding what she did wrong, and finally she could only look at Daniel at 

the dining table for help. 

Daniel glanced at her, and reminded her lightly, “You forgot to say goodbye.” 

“Oh oh oh sorry!” Selena slapped her forehead before she remembered. 

I don’t know how this habit was formed, Rick liked it very much, so she would 

k!ss his little cheek every day before leaving, but today she was too busy and 

actually forgot. 

Selena left after making up a meme. 

Rick waved goodbye to Aunt Selena, turned around to face his father, and 

immediately put on an extremely angry expression on his cute little face, an 

expression of “don’t think you just helped me, I will forgive you”. 

Daniel calmly sipped his coffee as if he didn’t see his son’s glare, “I’m sorry I 

don’t understand what you’re expressing, but I want to talk to me, speak it 

myself, or write it down.” 

Rick became even angrier when he heard this. 

Even with Selena’s help, he was only able to write words, emoticons, and 

symbols. He had never written too long sentences, let alone spoken. 

Finally, he angrily wrote a word on the cardboard: “thief” (thief) 



Daniel glanced at the word from the corner of his eye, pretending to be puzzled, 

“What? The house was burglarized?” 

This time Rick was so angry that his cheeks were puffed up, and he buried his 

head and wrote several words, which were still in Chinese: “You stole Aunt Xiaoxi 

last night!!!” 

Looking at the sentence, the subject, verb and object were complete, Daniel was 

finally satisfied, put down the newspaper, looked like his son, and asked 

meaningfully, “You don’t want Aunt Xiaoxi to be my wife?” 

“Mine!” Rick wrote on the cardboard. 

Daniel raised his eyebrows, “It’s unfortunate to tell you that the two of you are 

not compatible. You are 19 years younger than her. Do you want other girls to 

wait for you to grow up for so many years?” 

Rick immersed himself in drawing and drawing and drew a broken egg. 

Looking at the lifelike villain, a smile appeared on Daniel’s face, “But what I said 

is the truth, isn’t it?” 

After he finished speaking, he paused, and said in a very bewitching tone, “But it 

will be different if she becomes my wife, she will become your mother.” 

Mother… 

Hearing these two words, Rick froze for a moment, and buried his head in 

silence, his little face struggled and wavered… 

Chapter 69 

Today’s crew is the same as usual, and there is no change because the second 

male will join the crew. 

The male lead, Zhao Sizhou, was surrounded by a group of little girls who were 

full of admiration to listen to him talk about his glorious history in the 

entertainment industry. The diamond bracelet she bought. 



Only Selena was eager to see through. After all, she had too many scenes with 

the male lead, and the quality of the male lead had a great influence on her. 

Jia Qingqing fiddled with the sparkling diamond chain on her wrist, with a 

disdainful expression on her face, “Sister Susie, look at how she is waiting for a 

man, and she also takes the director’s words seriously, she thought she could 

wait for a man Pan An coming out?” 

Susie looked helpless when she heard the words, and said angrily, “You, don’t 

keep targeting Selena, she has the most roles with the second male lead, so it’s 

normal to pay more attention than us!” 

“Hehe, there are quite a lot, so many k!ss scenes and bed scenes! It’s a good 

thing I didn’t take this role back then, otherwise people would have taken 

advantage of me!” Jia Qingqing said happily, and looked at Susie enviously after 

speaking, ” Sister Susie, you are the best, your boyfriend is so handsome, and 

your partner is also so handsome…” 

… 

At this time, director Guo Qisheng’s enthusiastic voice sounded from the 

entrance of the studio… 

“Come, come, everyone, our second male lead, the actor who plays the genius 

doctor Sun Huanqing, has arrived! Everyone, come and say hello!” 

Responses from the crew were sparse, Zhao Sizhou didn’t show any intention of 

getting up, and the little girls still surrounded him, scrambling to let him read 

their palms. 

Jia Qingqing cut it dismissively, without even looking outside, Susie put on her 

makeup and got up to persuade, “Let’s go say hello, we are all colleagues after 

all.” 

Only then did Jia Qingqing reluctantly follow her out of the restroom. 



Naturally, Selena flew over immediately, poking her head out to look out. In the 

next second, her whole body seemed to be struck down on the head by the Nine 

Heavens Thunder. 

The guy next to the director is… 

That eye-catching golden hair, even if she wanted to deceive her eyes that she 

was wrong, it was impossible… 

Why would the male second be that guy… 

This…not…is…really…of… 

In the direction of the door, the field manager Xiao Li suddenly screamed loudly, 

“Ah-ahhh…” 

Jia Qingqing frowned, “Crazy! What are you yelling about?” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he saw the man following the director at the 

door from the corner of his eye… 

“Ah…” She screamed herself. 

“What’s wrong?” Susie asked. 

“Jiang…Louis! Sister Susie! It’s actually Louis!” Jia Qingqing pinched Susie’s arm 

excitedly. 

“What?” Susie looked in the direction of her gaze. 

I saw the director walking in front cheerfully, with a very attentive attitude, and 

beside him was a blond man, wearing a very trendy color-contrasting shorts and 

T-shirt, with one hand in his pocket, and his unique expression on his face. The 

arrogant and nasty yuppie, when he smiled and looked over, he showed very 

cute little tiger teeth… 

Louis… the second male is actually Louis… 



Even Susie was shocked by this result. 

At this moment, the little girls who were surrounding Zhao Sizhou just now 

rushed to the door like a pack of hungry wolves: 

“Aww! Louis! Is it really Louis? Am I dazzled? Quickly pinch me!” 

“Oh my god! It’s indeed an aphrodisiac for walking! It’s so handsome! My legs 

are so handsome! I heard that Louis has milk powder! Even an 80-year-old old 

woman will not let her go!” 

“Don’t stop me, I finally met the real person, I’m going to sleep with him! A life 

without Louis is different from a salted fish!” 

… 

Chapter 70 

Who is the hottest little fresh meat in the entertainment industry today? 

Anyone will tell you this name, Louis! 

Jia Qingqing still couldn’t accept this fact until now, and went back and forth 

violently, “Is there something wrong? Isn’t Louis filming abroad? Even if he 

returns to China, how can he play a small male lead?” 

Susie pondered, “It is said that Louis is not a male lead. Moreover, the main 

investor of this show is Empire. Why would he, a prosperous artist, come to 

play?” 

Just now, Jia Qingqing, who was glad that she didn’t have to be taken advantage 

of, was going crazy, “Dmn it! Why did this happen! Why is Selena so lucky! Louis 

should be mine, mine! It’s all because she shamelessly snatched my role!” 

The other onlookers looked at Jia Qingqing with some sympathy, and were not 

surprised by her madness. 



Because everyone in the entertainment industry knows that Jia Qingqing likes 

Louis, and she once publicly confessed her love for Louis on Weibo. Although 

Louis ignored her, she still often reposts information related to Louis on Weibo, 

like a fan girl. look. 

It took Guo Qisheng a lot of effort to finally calm down the group of crazy little 

girls, and he couldn’t help teasing, “Louis, look at you, you’re fascinated by the 

little girls of our crew! The treatment for a handsome guy is OK!” 

Louis followed the director’s words and joked, “Director, didn’t you hear, they 

just want to sleep with me, so you must protect me!” 

“Hahaha…it’s okay, your CP is Meng Changge, the God of War, and she’s 

protecting you! Oh, by the way, where’s Selena? You’ve been chasing me before 

asking who her second male lead is, so why don’t you see anyone now? 

Already?” Guo Qisheng looked for someone everywhere. 

Louis curled the corners of his lips with a half-smile, “Is it because I scare you 

away?” 

“It’s really possible that almost every little girl in the country is your fan, maybe 

Selena is too, maybe it’s because she saw her idol was frightened!” Guo Qisheng 

laughed. 

While the two were talking, Selena came towards them. 

In a short time, the expression on Selena’s face was impeccable, and she 

extended her hand towards the person facing her with a smile, “Hello, Senior 

Jiang, I’m Selena, it’s an honor to work with you.” 

Although Selena was the same age as Louis, Louis entered the industry earlier 

than her and was her senior, so his attitude should be respectful. 

“Hello…” Louis pursed his lips, reached out his hand to shake her lightly, and 

almost threw her hand away in the next second regardless of his demeanor. 

This Dmn girl almost crushed his bones. 



Louis forced his handsome expression, and suddenly realized something, “Ah, 

Selena, it turned out to be you…” 

“What? You know each other?” Guo Qisheng who was on the side was surprised 

when he heard this. Not only the director, but everyone’s eyes on the production 

team were focused on Louis. 

Louis smiled meaningfully, “Naturally.” 

Hearing the other party’s thought-provoking ambiguous tone, and seeing 

everyone’s strange eyes staring at her, Selena was so angry that her hands began 

to shake. She could hardly restrain the prehistoric power in her body to beat 

him! 

Seeing that Selena’s face turned pale with anger, Louis finally said slowly, “We 

worked together in “Blue Bird” before.” 

“Oh? Why didn’t I hear Selena say that?” Guo Qisheng was surprised. 

Selena felt as if she had just escaped death, her back was soaked with sweat, and 

replied modestly, “Director Guo, I was just a martial arts stand-in for the heroine, 

so it’s hard for Senior Jiang to remember me.” 

Guo Qisheng was overjoyed when he heard it, “Oh, I didn’t expect you two to 

have such a fate. That’s great. Since we have worked together before and we 

both know each other, there shouldn’t be too much running in. Let’s have a 

more intense match today. Opponent game?” 

Selena: “Uh…” Rival scene? More intense? The director doesn’t want it! They are 

unfamiliar! 

Louis smiled happily, “Okay!” 

Seeing that evil little tiger tooth, Selena wanted to pull it out. 

 

 


